
Exasol database 
connector for 
OutSystems

Exasol is the world's fastest database for analytics and data 
warehousing (TPC-H benchmark). Its high‐performance in‐memory 
analytics database gives organizations the power to transform how 
they work with data, on‐premises, in the cloud or both and turn it into 
value faster, easier and more cost effectively than ever before. 

Ultra fast - Enterprise scale

Accelerate and endlessly scale your data store, 
reporting and real-time in-database analytics – and 
get unrivalled performance.

Agility and business ease of use

Store massive data volumes in a highly flexible and 
adjustable data model - Complete freedom to adapt 
and change.

Self-optimizing and tuning-free

Intelligent algorithms monitor usage and perform 
self-tuning tasks, which optimize performance and 
minimize administration overhead. 

Operationalize Data Science

Unite the relational SQL world with any modern data 
science language (R, Python, Java, LUA) and run 
advanced analytics on raw data directly in your 
database, enabling you to operationalize Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning at speed.

Significantly reduced TCO

Resource-efficient and effortless database 
administration – really cost effective in Infrastructure, 
Performance & Administration

Thousands of customers worldwide trust OutSystems, the number 
one low-code platform for rapid application development. OutSystems 
is ranked as a leader in Low-Code Application Development Platforms 
(Gartner and Forrester). Engineers with an obsessive attention to detail 
crafted every aspect of the platform to help organizations build enter-
prise-grade apps incredibly fast and transform their business faster. 

OutSystems is the only solution that combines the power of 
low-code development with advanced mobile capabilities, enabling 
visual development of entire application portfolios that easily 
integrate with existing systems. 

Rapid productivity: Create your apps and integrate in 
weeks, not months.

Speed and code: Improve efficiency and accelerate 
speed by developing in a visual environment while 
retaining complete flexibility to integrate custom 
code.

Integrate with everything: Connect with popular 
cloud services & database systems using pre-built 
connectors and SOAP & REST integration without 
coding. Model business logic and workflow visually to 
orchestrate data across any number of different 
platforms to support your business needs.

Multi-channel development: Develop an application 
that can run on any device or platform. Delivery time 
and risks are significantly reduced with error-free, 
automated deployments.

Open platform: Protect your investment in large 
back-end systems by integrating with existing 
systems of record and data sources.

Enterprise-grade platform: Build and manage very 
large portfolios of applications created by teams of 
developers just as easily and quickly as a single app.    

Unbeatable speed

Integrate with everything

Store and analyse massive amounts of data

Great UX by default

Agility without constraints; complete 
freedom to adapt and change

Rapid & intelligent productivity

Built-in security

Enterprise grade and scalability

Flexible and unbreakable deployment

Fully SQL-compliant with native 
SQL database operations

OutSystems
low-code platform

Exasol
database

OutSystems & Exasol touchpoints

• Connect the on-premise OutSystems platform to the Exasol database natively (like current SQLServer, 
  Oracle, iDB2 and MySQL).

• Add Exasol tables and views as external entities using Integration Studio.

• All typical OutSystems Entity (CRUD) actions, Aggregates and Advanced SQL are natively available. 

• Use the embedded ExasolExecute extension for exceptional or custom queries and execute direct database commands                           
  (all DQL, DDL, DML, DCL available).

• Component is available for download in OutSystems Forge & Azure DevOps

• Clear instructions and (trial)license available via our website novioq.com

NovioQ is your excelling partner when it comes to implementing 
fast, solid, scalable and maintainable low-code applications and busi-
ness intelligence & analytics technologies in enterprise environments.

With our decades of experience, we are well recognized for our 
knowledge and executing capabilities to create governance and 
operate in international and highly complex corporate environments. 

We enjoy doing complex projects, especially when it involves well designed 
architecture and integrations with your enterprise cloud solutions and back-end 
systems like SAP.  

Using Exasol with OutSystems enables companies to speed up their digital automation strategy and quickly implement 
low-code data driven business applications using Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Predictive Modelling and Machine 
Learning techniques.

The Exasol connector for OutSystems has been developed from the vison that both platforms perfectly fit our 
rapid-development, low-maintenance and high-performance ideology.

Interested in making huge amounts 
of low level data readily available?
Reach out to us by calling +31 (0) 24 669 00 29
or send us a message at info@novioq.com


